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CUSTOM CHART FOR NEOPRENE WETSUITS
MEASURING INSTRUCTIONS

Tapes can stretch over time, check periodically against a yardstick.

All measurements must be in inches.
When taking measurements for a custom wetsuit, customer should be in a bathing suit. When taking measurements for a
customer drysuit, customer should be in undergarments to be worn under the drysuit when diving. For circumference
measurements, tape should be snug but not pulled tight. Make crotch measurements with a pen or ruler held at the customers
highest point on the crotch. Record the customer’s height, weight, and age is very important. A brief coment on the customers
HIP measurement is widest part of hip at the crotch level.
physical condition would be helpful.
SEND TO: OCEANER SPORTING GOODS (604) 434-0092 fax or email oceanersales@oceaner.com

Deal er :
M easured by:
Clothes w orn w hile being m easured:

Cu st o m er N am e:

MEASUREMENT DESCRIPTIONS - All measurements must be in inches.
1. Forehead (just above eyebrows)
2. Neck
3. Crown (around head through point of chin)
4. Armpit around shoulder (arm at 45 angle)
5. Biceps (3”from armpit)
6. Elbow (at joint)
7. Forearm (largest point)
8. Wrist (just above bone)
9. Wrist to armpit (inside centre of armpit)
10. Wrist to elbow (outside to centre of wrist bone)
11. Wrist to forearm
12. Base of neck to chest
13. Base of neck to waist
14. Crotch to waist
15. Chest (at nipples, arms at side)
16. Waist (at narrowest point)
17. Hips (widest point)
18. Legs at top (highest point)
19. Thigh (largest point)
20. Knee at top (just above cap)
21. Mid-knee (across cap)
22. Below knee
23. Calf (widest point)
24. Ankle (just above inside bone)
25. Crotch to floor
26. Crotch to ankle (above inside bone)
27. Crotch to mid-knee
28. Ankle to mid knee
29. Ankle to calf
30. Ankle to thigh
31. Ankle to hips (widest part)
32. Ankle to waist
33. Top of shoulder through crotch, back
to top of shoulder
34. Middle of neck (spine) to wrist
35. Foot length (heel to tip of big toe)

Height:
Weight:
Sex:

_______
_______
_______

ADDITIONAL FEMALE
MEASUREMENTS

Age:

_______

Below Bust:

Shoe Size: _______

Above Bust:

Bra and Cup Size:

5759 Sidley St .
Burnaby, B.C. Canada V5J 5E6

Tel: (604) 434-0069
Fax: (604) 434-0092

DESIRED FITSnug:
______
Semi Snug: ______
Loose:
______

Customer Service
1-800-663-6601

UNDERGARMENTS
WORN UNDER SUIT
Thin:
___________
Semi Thick:____________
Thick:
____________

oceanersales@oceaner.com
www.oceaner.com

